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1. What had Joseph Stalin determined?  

2. Besides the government, what else did Stalin control?  

3. What is totalitarianism?  

4. No one is exempt (excused) from what?  

5. What does totalitarianism challenge?  

6. *What are some methods of control and persuasion by leaders?*  
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7. In a totalitarian state, what are the police used for?  

8. Why was indoctrination used?  

9. When is indoctrination exposed to the citizens (when does it begin)?  

10. To control mass media, what needs permission of the state?  

11. What can happen if individuals who dissent (oppose) don’t retract (take back) their 

statement?  

12. *“Enemies of the state” are frequently members of?*  
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13. How did Stalin’s secret police maintain his power?  

14. How many people did the secret police arrest and execute?  

15. What was Stalin’s Great Purge in 1937?  

16. What do historians estimate about the deaths he was responsible for?   

17. What did Stalin’s government control? 

18. *What would Stalin not tolerate?*  

19. Under Stalin, the government controlled all education from what ages?  
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20. What did state-supported youth groups train?  

21. What was the League of Militant Godless?  

22. What was the main target of religious persecution?  

23. Where was Stalin born? Unlike Lenin, how was he raised? (Biography inset box)  
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24. *Why would photographs be altered by the Communist Party?*  
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25. What is a command economy?  

26. To try and achieve the impossible goals of the Five-Year Plans, what was the result of 

the government limiting consumer goods?  

27. What did the government do with over 25 million privately owned farms?  

28. How many people died as a direct result of Stalin’s agricultural revolution?  

29. Where did the government set up state farms?  
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30. *What did people become under Stalin’s rule?*  

31. What did the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 declare? How was this shown?  

32. Women prepared for careers in what fields? What staggering stat is given?  

33. What was motherhood considered in Russia?  
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34. By 1935, what group was eliminated totally by Stalin’s regime? (inset box)  

35. Why was Stalin so opposed to individual creativity? (inset box)  

36. *Like Russia, what would China fall under the influence of? (inset box)*  


